Background: The highly polymorphic genes of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I are involved in defense against viruses and other intracellular pathogens. Although several studies found reduced MHC class I diversity in bonobos in comparison to the closely related chimpanzee, it is unclear if this lower diversity also influences the functional ability of MHC class I molecules in bonobos. Here, we use a bioinformatic approach to analyze the viral peptide binding ability of all published bonobo MHC class I molecules (n = 58) in comparison to all published chimpanzee MHC class I molecules (n = 161) for the class I loci A, B, C and A-like. Results: We examined the peptide binding ability of all 219 different MHC class I molecules to 5,788,712 peptides derived from 1432 different primate viruses and analyzed the percentage of bound peptides and the overlap of the peptide binding repertoires of the two species. We conducted multiple levels of analysis on the "species"-, "population"-and "individual"-level to account for the characterization of MHC variation in a larger number of chimpanzees and their broader geographic distribution. We found a lower percentage of bound peptides in bonobos at the B locus in the "population"-level comparison and at the B and C loci in the "individual"-level comparison. Furthermore, we found evidence of a limited peptide binding repertoire in bonobos by tree-based visualization of functional clustering of MHC molecules, as well as an analysis of peptides bound by both species. Conclusion: Our results suggest a reduced MHC class I viral peptide binding ability at the B and C loci in bonobos compared to chimpanzees. The effects of this finding on the immune defense against viruses in wild living bonobos are unclear. However, special caution is needed to prevent introduction and spread of new viruses to bonobos, as their defensive ability to cope with new viruses could be limited compared to chimpanzees.
Background
The most diverse genes found in higher vertebrates constitute the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). These genes underpin the mammalian adaptive immune system by coding for molecules presenting peptides to immunocompetent cells [1] [2] [3] . MHC molecules comprise two main classes: MHC class I molecules present peptides derived from intracellular pathogens while MHC class II molecules present peptides from the extracellular environment, including peptides from extracellular pathogens (reviewed in [4, 5] ). The interaction of MHC molecules with immunocompetent cells triggers an immune response. In addition to their role in the adaptive immune system, MHC class I molecules are also involved in the innate immune system by interacting with the killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR receptors) occurring on natural killer cells (NK cells) and controlling the NK cell response, which results in lysis of the infected cells [6, 7] .
The classical MHC class I genes are defined in humans as HLA-A, -B and -C and orthologs are found in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), bonobos (Pan paniscus) and gorillas (Gorilla gorilla and Gorilla beringei) [8] . Chimpanzees and bonobos are the closest evolutionary relatives of humans with an estimated most recent common ancestor between 1 and 2.6 mya ( [9, 10] , reviewed in [11] ). Despite the recent divergence of bonobos and chimpanzees, the latter species possesses an additional class I locus, termed A-like, which is not present in any other African ape species [12, 13] . Chimpanzees are classified as four geographically delimited subspecies, which have differing population histories and average genetic heterozygosities [14] [15] [16] [17] . In contrast, bonobos exist in a single geographic range comparable in size to the range of a single chimpanzee subspecies and have limited genetic substructure [18, 19] .
The high variability of the MHC genes is thought to be due to an evolutionary "arms race" between pathogens and the immune system which results in a dynamic process affecting frequencies of MHC alleles and pathogens [20] [21] [22] [23] . Nonetheless, diversity in the MHC genes can be maintained over long evolutionary time spans, resulting in balanced polymorphism, which in turn could explain the evolution of MHC "supertypes" [24, 25] . The evolutionary forces and selective pressures responsible for shaping the evolutionary histories of MHC class I loci could result in differences in relative diversity of MHC alleles, as well as in differences in the presence or absence of MHC alleles and lineages in related species. Studies of the bonobo MHC class I loci indicated a lower nucleotide diversity at the B locus compared to three of the four chimpanzee subspecies, namely central chimpanzees (P. t. troglodytes), eastern chimpanzees (P. t. schweinfurthii) and western chimpanzees (P. t. verus) [26, 27] . Furthermore, bonobos had significantly less nucleotide diversity than central chimpanzees at the A and C loci [26] . In addition to reduced nucleotide diversity, a comparison of intron 2 lineages of the A, B and C loci showed that the bonobo intron 2 lineage repertoire is diminished in comparison to chimpanzees [28] . This low MHC diversity in bonobos may be due to a bottleneck, founder effect or selective processes mediated by pathogens after the split from chimpanzees [26] [27] [28] .
Although assessment of DNA sequence diversity at MHC loci is common in wildlife studies [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , it is not clear whether reduced MHC diversity, such as might occur in endangered taxa due to bottlenecks or inbreeding, is associated with reduced population viability [30] . In addition, geographically disparate populations of the same species may experience different selective pressures from exposure to different types or intensities of parasites, further complicating attempts to make inferences by comparing levels of MHC variation among populations. Perhaps most importantly, the extent to which diversity levels reflect immune functionality is not clear [30] .
One way to examine the relationship between MHC sequences and immune functionality is through investigation of binding affinities of the MHC molecules. Traditionally, painstaking experimentation has been necessary to investigate the binding affinities of MHC molecules to particular peptides, and the number of MHC molecules and peptides that has been investigated is accordingly limited [34, 35] . For example, although more than 8000 human class I MHC molecules are known (IPD 2017, [36] ), fewer than 5% have been subject to experimental assessment of binding affinities (IEDB 2017 [37] ). This has motivated the development of bioinformatic tools to predict binding affinities of MHC molecules and peptides, with a particular focus on the class I A and B loci in humans [38] . Recent extension of these approaches to encompass the class I A, B, and C loci and incorporate information from non-human taxa provides the opportunity to assess the immune response, via the proxy of estimated peptide-binding ability, in individual representatives of wildlife populations [39] .
Here we use the peptide binding prediction tool NetMHCpan [38, 40] to assess the binding affinities of all known MHC class I molecules of the bonobo Papa-A, Papa-B, Papa-C loci and of the chimpanzee Patr-A, Patr-B, Patr-C and Patr-A-like loci, respectively. To accomplish this we use peptides derived from a biologically relevant set of more than 1400 different primate viruses (Virus host DB, [41] ). Given previous evidence of a reduced MHC class I diversity in bonobos compared to chimpanzees [26] [27] [28] as well as the lack of the A-like locus in bonobos, we hypothesize that bonobos also have a limited capacity to bind viral peptides as compared to chimpanzees. To assess our hypothesis, we analyze the binding prediction data from several different perspectives. First, we compare the number or the percentage of bound peptides using a) all known bonobo and chimpanzee MHC class I alleles ("species"-level), b) equal samples of central chimpanzees, western chimpanzees and bonobos ("population"-level), c) 20 bonobo, 20 central chimpanzee and 20 western chimpanzee samples individually ("individual"-level). Second, we examine the overlap in the peptide binding repertoires of the two species using a) functional trees produced by MHCcluster and b) a comparison of the proportion of peptides bound by both bonobos and chimpanzees ("shared peptides") by including all known MHC class I alleles ("species"-level) and only MHC class I alleles found in a sample of 20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees and 20 western chimpanzees ("population"-level).
Methods

MHC -Class I binding prediction
We used NetMHCpan 3.0, a bioinformatic tool using artificial neutral networks to predict binding specifies of peptides to MHC class I molecules [38, 40] . Training of the artificial neural networks with nonhuman MHC sequences and experimentally determined affinity data makes this software a useful tool for the prediction of binding affinities in chimpanzees and other species [39, 42] . We included all available chimpanzee and bonobo MHC class I protein sequences retrieved from the IPD-MHC NHP database [43] (date June 2017) for analysis. In total we used 219 MHC class I protein sequences including 20, 27, 11, 41, 78, 38 and 4 different sequences for the different loci Papa-A, Papa-B, Papa-C, Patr-A, Patr-B, Patr-C and Patr-A-like, respectively (for details see Additional file 1).
For the creation of our viral peptide dataset we used data from Virus-host DB [41] , a database which contains complete genomes stored either in NCBI/RefSeq [44] or EBI Genomes [45] and respective host information. We downloaded all protein sequences of all viruses known to infect primates, resulting in 12,503 different proteins sequences derived from 1432 different viruses. We decided to use all primate viruses rather than viruses only affecting chimpanzees and bonobos both because many viruses may infect a range of species, as well as due to the lack of host information for those two species, which would have led to an insufficient number of viruses for this study. Protein sequences were digested by NetMHCpan into small overlapping peptides with a length of nine amino acids because MHC class I molecules preferentially bind peptides of nine amino acids in length [40] . The digestion of the 12,503 different proteins sequences resulted in 5,788,712 peptides, of which 2,791,353 had a unique peptide sequence (Fig. 1) . The binding affinities of all peptide sequences to all 219 different MHC alleles were predicted using NetMHCpan. We defined a peptide to be bound by a MHC molecule if the predicted binding affinity was below 500 nanomolar (nM), because a low value in binding affinity represents a stronger bond between two molecules [46] . We chose to use a defined affinity threshold rather than percentile rank scores or a specific percentage threshold in order to avoid the assumption that all MHC molecules bind the same number of peptides. Experimental data also supports the use of a defined affinity threshold with a fixed value of 500 nM, but we recognize that the number of bound peptides could nevertheless be over-or underestimated for some MHC molecules [47] .
We next excluded all redundant peptides for each MHC molecule, e.g. we kept only one representative peptide for each peptide which occurred with the same amino acid sequence multiple times. The exclusion of all redundant peptides might lead to a loss of information, because highly redundant peptides could indicate very important peptides, which could be prioritized by MHC molecules. We therefore tested if the number of occurrences of peptides correlates with the number of bound MHC molecules. We further define "shared peptides" as those which could be bound by both bonobo and chimpanzee MHC molecules. In this study we use the term binding repertoire or peptide binding repertoire to describe the total set of peptides which could be bound by the individual MHC molecules. The sum of binding repertoires of the individual MHC molecules from one species defines the peptide binding repertoire of the whole species.
MHCcluster
MHCcluster 2.0 graphically depicts the predicted functionality of the MHC molecules by clustering MHC molecules based on their predicted binding specificities derived using NetMHCpan (version 2.7) [48] . MHCcluster uses a predefined set of natural peptides to predict binding specificities of each MHC molecule, compares the similarities of those specificities to each other MHC molecule, transfers the similarities to a distance matrix and, finally, converts the distance matrix into an unrooted UPGMA tree [48] . We used R (version 3.1.3) with the package ape (version 3.4) and Inkscape (version 0.92) to graphically modify the UPGMA trees.
Data analysis
We used the data from NetMHCpan and MHCcluster to compare the viral peptide binding capabilities of bonobo and chimpanzee MHC class I molecules from two different perspectives. First, we compared the number or percentage of different viral peptides bound by bonobo or chimpanzee MHC molecules and compared these according to species, population and individual. Second, we analyzed the overlap of the binding repertoires of the two species using both the functional trees produced by MHCcluster and the analysis of the peptides bound by both species using the NetMHCpan data.
Comparison of percentage of bound viral peptides
We defined for each MHC molecule the percentage of bound peptides (e.g. number of peptides bound by the MHC molecule multiplied by 100 and divided by the total number of peptides in the dataset with a unique peptide sequence) and compared them between the two species. To fully describe all potential differences between the two species we analyzed the data on three different levels referring to them as the "species"-, "population"-and "individual"-level. For the "species"-level we used all known MHC molecules for the comparison, grouped all peptides from each MHC molecule for each locus and species, defined from that the peptides per locus and species and calculated the percentage of peptides, e.g. creating for each locus and for each species one value, whereby counting peptides bound by multiple MHC molecules within one locus and species only once. Considering the notable difference in the number of known MHC molecules between the two species (58 vs. 157 for the A, B and C loci together for bonobos and chimpanzees, respectively) we analyzed the peptide binding data on the "population"-and "individual"-level to account for the larger and potentially broader geographic sampling of MHC molecules in chimpanzees. In a recent study we genotyped 20 different unrelated bonobos and 20 central chimpanzees for the MHC loci A, B and C (see Additional file 2) [26] . Based on this genotype information and genotype information from 20 western chimpanzees [49] we created a subset from the whole dataset, comprising only binding predictions for MHC molecules from those 20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees and 20 western chimpanzees. We refer to use of this subset as a comparison on the "population"-level. Sufficient information for the other two chimpanzee subspecies, the eastern chimpanzees and the Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes ellioti) were not available during the course of this study and are therefore not included in our comparisons. Again, we calculated for each locus and each species/subspecies the percentage of different peptides as described for the "species"-level comparison. The binding prediction for one MHC molecule (Patr-C*01:01) for one individual from our western chimpanzee "population" was not possible, due to missing sequence information in the exon 2 of this particular MHC molecule. For the "individual"-level comparison we used again the genotype information of the 20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees and 20 western chimpanzees and calculated for each individual the percentage of bound peptides for each of the three loci A, B and C separately (e.g. one value for each loci and individual; peptides bound by multiple MHC molecules within one locus and species were not excluded). d For each MHC molecule we removed all redundant peptides, e.g. for peptides which were bound more than once at a particular MHC molecule, we kept only one representative peptide. In total, our dataset contained 2,791,353 peptide sequences, each with a unique amino acid sequence
Overlap of the binding repertoires of the two species
We used two approaches to analyze the overlap of the binding repertoires of the two species. First, we produced for each of the loci A, B and C a functional tree with MHCcluster, whereby molecules for the A-like locus were included in the A tree based on their similarity to the A locus [12, 13] . Second, we estimated the percentage of peptides of the NetMHCpan data bound by both species ("shared peptides"). For this we calculated for each locus and species the total number of bound peptides and identified those peptides which were bound by both bonobos and chimpanzees. Furthermore, we calculated the percentage of peptides which were not bound by the other species ("species specific peptides"). This was done for the "species"-level comparison and for the "population"-level (20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees and 20 western chimpanzees) comparison.
Statistics
We conducted a permutation test (10,000 permutations) for the "population"-level comparison of the percentage of bound peptides between the two species/subspecies for each locus [50] . We grouped all peptide data of the two groups of the particular comparison (e.g. 20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees or 20 western chimpanzees for one of the three loci A, B and C). For each permutation, we resampled for each group 20 individuals independent of their species origin with their corresponding peptide data, calculated the number of peptides for each group and calculated the absolute difference of this value between the two groups. We compared the absolute differences of each permutation with the absolute difference of the original groups. The proportion of absolute differences of every permutation greater than or equal to the difference of the two original groups was defined as the p-value. For the statistical comparison at the "individual"-level, we used a Welch's t-test. This test was preferred over a Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-Test (U-test) because the variances of the samples were unequal. We corrected all p-values of all statistical tests for multiple testing with the Bonferroni correction if necessary. All statistical analyses were executed in R (version 3.1.3).
Results
In total we bioinformatically compared 219 different MHC molecules to a set of 5,788,712 nine amino acid long viral peptides derived from a dataset of 1432 viruses. The individual MHC molecules bound, in silico, between 0 and 239,570 viral peptides each (Additional file 1). Four MHC molecules (Papa-B*13:01, Patr-B*08:01, Patr-B*08:02 and Patr-B*21:02) bound no peptides below the affinity threshold of 500 nM. Although some peptides occur up to 243 times in our dataset, these represent a very small fraction of the total dataset.
For example, peptides occurring six or more times represent 3.9% of the data while the majority of the peptides occur only once and represent 69.9% of the data (Additional file 3). We found no correlation between the number of occurrences of a peptide in our dataset and the number of MHC molecules which bound those peptides, suggesting that even some common peptides sequences may not be bound by multiple MHC molecules (Pearson's product-moment correlation, t = − 2.4937, df = 108,740, p = 0.01264, r = − 0.0076). Furthermore, we found a strong correlation between the number of bound common peptides (peptides that occurred six or more times in our data set) and the number of total bound peptides for each MHC molecule (Pearson's product-moment correlation t = 389.66, df = 210, p = < 0.00001, r = 0.9993). This implies that if a MHC molecule bound a large number of common peptides it also bound a large number of total peptides overall and vice versa, a low number of total bound peptides resulted in a low number of bound common peptides. In addition, we calculate for each MHC molecule the percentage of bound common peptides based on their number of total bound peptides. The percentages were comparable between the different MHC molecules and the average percentage for all MHC molecules of 3.9% was identical to the percentage of peptides in our dataset occurring six or more times. In consequence, this implies that there were no special MHC molecules binding common peptide sequences.
Comparison of percentage of bound viral peptides
A comparison of the range, the average number and the percentage of predicted bound peptides for each MHC locus suggests that, when using all reported -A, -B and -C molecules from the two species, our sample of bonobos binds approximately four-to seven-times fewer peptides than the sample of chimpanzees at the B and C loci (Table 1 and Fig. 2) . However, the apparent differences may be influenced by the characterization of MHC variation from a larger number of chimpanzees, possibly of widespread geographic origin, relative to bonobos. Therefore, we next compared the proportion of predicted bound peptides for sets of 20 individuals from bonobos, central chimpanzees and western chimpanzees, respectively [26, 49] . In this "population"-level comparison (Fig. 3) bonobos showed a significantly lower percentage of bound peptides than central chimpanzees and western chimpanzees at the B locus (permutation test, Bonferroni correction, p = 0.0018 and p = 0.0001, respectively), whereas western chimpanzees exhibited a greater percentage of bound peptides than bonobos and central chimpanzees at the A locus (permutation test, Bonferroni correction, p = 0.0021 and p = 0.0052, respectively). There were no significant differences at the C locus (permutation test, Bonferroni correction, p ≥ 0.0056) (Additional file 4).
We next tested if the differences between bonobos and central chimpanzees in the "population"-level comparison were also present at the individual level. In contrast to the "population"-level comparison, this analysis estimated for each individual at each locus a proportion of bound peptides. As in the "population"-level comparison, we found that at the B locus, individual bonobos bound a significantly lower proportion of peptides than did individual central chimpanzees and individual western chimpanzees ( 
Overlap of the binding repertoires of the two species
We next investigated the overlap of the binding repertoires to analyze the extent to which both species bind The number of MHC molecules comprises the number of MHC molecules used in this study for each locus, which are all reported bonobo and chimpanzee MHC class I molecules the same peptides. We used MHCcluster to produce UPGMA trees depicting clusters of MHC molecules with similar binding properties. The bonobo MHC-A molecules were found in all major chimpanzee clades, (Fig. 5 ) but conversely in the bonobo cluster of Papa-A*09:02, Papa-A*08:03 and Papa-A*08:01 there was no chimpanzee MHC allele, suggesting a small proportion of bonobo-specific peptide binding properties amid a very similar overall binding repertoire of the two species at this locus. Interestingly, the bonobo MHC molecules Papa-A*04:01 and Papa-A*04:02 clustered together with the molecules from the chimpanzee-specific A-like locus. This suggests that even though bonobos as a species do not possess the A-like locus, they might possess functionally similar MHC molecules at the A locus. In contrast to the pattern observed for the A locus, the functional grouping of MHC-B and MHC-C molecules differs for the two species (Figs. 6 and 7) . Bonobo MHC-B as well as MHC-C molecules are not represented in two large chimpanzee clades, respectively, suggesting a greater peptide binding repertoire for chimpanzees at both loci. Furthermore, bonobo MHC-B and -C molecules cluster closer together, whereas chimpanzee molecules appear to be more widespread, indicating that peptides bound by bonobo molecules are more similar than peptides bound by chimpanzee molecules.
After this qualitative analysis of the functional trees, we quantified the observed differences in the binding repertoires of the two species by comparing the proportion of the viral peptide dataset bound by the MHC repertoires of bonobos and chimpanzees, respectively ( Table 2) . Of the 247,209, 409,677 and 249,775 bound peptides for the three loci, 61.06, 15.13 and 24.39% of them are bound by both species ("shared peptides"), respectively. This indicates a greater overlap in the binding repertoire at the A locus than at the B or C loci, which is in accordance with our inferences from the functional trees. Moreover, the percentages of peptides which are bound only by bonobo MHC molecules are very limited compared to the percentages of peptides bound only by chimpanzee MHC molecules (A: 2.51 vs. 36.42, B: 0.32 vs. 84.54, C: 1.98 vs. 73.63). This means that nearly all peptides bound by bonobos could be also bound by chimpanzees but the majority of chimpanzee-bound peptides at the B and C loci could not be bound by bonobos.
To account for the differences in the number of MHC molecules described for bonobos and chimpanzees in the "species"-level comparison of "shared peptides", we next analyzed the percentages of "shared peptides" with a reduced dataset ("population"-level comparison, e.g. 20 bonobos, 20 central and 20 western chimpanzees). Of the 227,174, 254,270 and 216,409 peptides bound for the A, B and C loci, 38.53, 13.63 and 21.61% of them are bound by all three "populations", respectively (Table 3) . This represents a lower percentage of "shared peptides" at all three loci compared to our "species"-level comparison, with the largest difference at the A locus (A: 38.53 vs. 61.06, B: 13.63 vs. 15.13, C: 21.61 vs. 24.39). Comparing the percentages of "shared peptides" between each of the three different "populations", we found a higher percentage of "shared peptides" between our set of bonobos and our set of western chimpanzees compared to our set of bonobos and our set of central chimpanzees. However, the differences were in each of the three loci relatively small and approximately the same, with the highest difference at the B locus with 6.25%. As expected, our set of central and western chimpanzees shared a higher percentage of bound peptides than each of the two to our set of bonobos. Although, the percentages of peptides bound only by bonobos slightly increased compared to the "species"-level comparison at each of the three loci (A: from 2.51 to 4.90; B: from 0.32 to 1.69; C: from 1.98 to 2.89), the percentage of peptides bound only by one of the two sets of chimpanzees is still higher at each of the A, B and C loci (central chimpanzees: 5 
Discussion
Here we used bioinformatic tools to predict the binding capabilities of 219 different bonobo and chimpanzee MHC class I molecules at the A, B, C and A-like loci to peptides derived from over 1400 viruses. When comparing the number of bound peptides using all bonobo and chimpanzee MHC molecule sequences ("species"-level comparison) it appears that bonobo MHC molecules bound fewer peptides than chimpanzees MHC molecules at the B and C loci. This inference was supported by our "population"-and "individual"-level comparisons, which were conducted to account for the larger characterization of chimpanzee MHC class I molecules, their larger geographic distribution and their higher degree of genetic substructure [16, 18, 19, 51, 52] . When controlling for sample size and chimpanzee subspecies origin, we found that at the "population"-level bonobo MHC class I molecules bound significantly fewer peptides at the B locus than did both the western and central chimpanzee subspecies as well as fewer peptides at the A locus compared to the western chimpanzee subspecies. In addition, individual bonobos also bound significantly fewer peptides at the B locus compared to individual central and western chimpanzees. Furthermore, individual bonobos also bound significantly fewer peptides at the C locus than individual central chimpanzees. Thus, the results of the "species"-level comparison and the significant results of the "population"-and "individual"-level comparisons suggest that bonobos have a reduced ability to bind viral peptides in terms of the number of bound peptides compared to chimpanzees. The significant differences between bonobos and chimpanzees were also present even after using a higher binding affinity score of 1000 nM as a threshold for the binding of a peptide by a MHC molecule (data not shown).
The further comparison of the overlap in the peptide binding repertoire between bonobo and chimpanzees MHC class I molecules also clearly suggested a reduced ability of bonobo MHC class I molecules to bind various different peptides compared to chimpanzee MHC class I molecules. Both the absence of bonobo molecules in different chimpanzee clades at the B and C loci in the functional trees, as well as the drastic difference in the quantified peptide binding repertoires of the two species suggest that chimpanzees MHC class I molecules are able to bind a greater array of different peptides compared to bonobo MHC class I molecules. Chimpanzee MHC class I molecules could bind the vast majority of peptides bound by bonobo MHC class I molecules, however, a large proportion of peptides bound by chimpanzee MHC class I molecules were not bound by bonobo MHC class I molecules. In consequence, this indicates that the whole range of the peptide repertoire bound by bonobo MHC class I molecules is only a subset of the chimpanzee MHC class I peptide repertoire.
Interestingly, in the functional tree for the A locus, which included also the A-like sequences, we found two bonobo molecules (Papa-A*04:01 and Papa-A*04:02) clustering near the chimpanzee A-like molecules, which indicates a similar peptide binding repertoire and therefore functional similarity of these two bonobo molecules. The A-like locus, present in about 50% of chimpanzee haplotypes [12] , could be of great value in terms of peptide presentation for chimpanzees. This is supported by the high degree of sequence conservation of A-like molecules in the antigen binding site, e.g. there are no differences between the known A-like molecules in the protein sequences of the antigen binding site, which could be a sign of functional importance of this specific A-like sequence [53] . The A-like locus in chimpanzees is not the result of a recent duplication event of the chimpanzee A locus but rather represents an old duplication of the ancestor of the A locus now present in all African ape species [12] . This duplication event likely occurred some 23 million years ago [12, 13] However, the ancient A-like locus was lost in the other African ape species, whereby sequence parts of this locus can be found in present day pseudogenes in those species [13] . The ancient duplication of the A-like locus and the different evolutionary pathways of this locus in the present day ape species and their ancestors represent an interesting example for the theory of birth and death evolution of MHC genes [54, 55] . The absence of the A-like locus in bonobos is puzzling, however the potential disadvantages of lacking the A-like locus could have been diminished by maintaining functionally similar A molecules. However, it is important to note, that the potential benefit of the A-like locus could be exaggerated, as A-like Fig. 6 Functional tree of the B-locus. Unrooted UPGMA tree showing the functional clustering of all reported B molecules for bonobos and chimpanzees. Bootstrap values at the split points of individual MHC molecules are indicated by red dots, thereby large dots indicate a bootstrap value larger than 0.95, medium dots indicate a bootstrap value between 0.85 and 0.95, and small dots indicate a bootstrap value lower than 0.85. The maximum possible bootstrap value is 1. The two chimpanzee clusters with no bonobo MHC molecule sequences are indicated as "chimpanzee specific cluster I" and "chimpanzee specific cluster II" molecules have a low expression level as shown in peripheral blood cells and B cells lines [56] . This reduced expression level could influence the peptide binding ability of A-like molecules and the true benefit of A-like molecules could be rather limited.
In sum, we conclude that bonobo MHC class I molecules have a reduced breadth of viral peptide binding ability as compared to chimpanzee MHC class I molecules. This is in concordance with our hypothesis that the low sequence diversity of bonobo MHC class I genes results in a reduced peptide binding ability at these loci. Low sequence diversity in the different MHC class I alleles as well as the limited number of alleles in bonobos [26] [27] [28] , leads to relatively similar MHC Fig. 7 Functional tree of the C-locus. Unrooted UPGMA tree showing the functional clustering of all reported C molecules for bonobos and chimpanzees. Bootstrap values at the split points of individual MHC molecules are indicated by red dots, thereby large dots indicate a bootstrap value larger than 0.95, medium dots indicate a bootstrap value between 0.85 and 0.95, and small dots indicate a bootstrap value lower than 0.85. The maximum possible bootstrap value is 1. The two chimpanzee clusters with no bonobo MHC molecule sequences are "chimpanzee specific cluster I" and "chimpanzee specific cluster II" This comparison includes all reported MHC class I molecules for both species. The total number of bound peptides contains all peptides bound by bonobo MHC molecules and by chimpanzee MHC molecules. We excluded peptides identical to those already included. All percentages in this comparison refer to the total number of bound peptides protein sequences, which in turn would reduce the peptide binding repertoire of bonobo MHC class I molecules. Interestingly, our findings of a reduced peptide binding ability in bonobos at the B locus are also supported by a recent study by de Groot et al. [57] . Potential explanations for the reduced sequence diversity and concordant reduced peptide binding ability in bonobos include demographic and/or selective processes. For example, a severe population bottleneck, a founder effect or a selective sweep after the split from chimpanzees were proposed to explain the reduced diversity in bonobo MHC class I genes [26] [27] [28] . Concerning the importance of MHC genes to the immune system and potential fitness consequences, selective forces by different pathogens may be the most cogent explanation. For example, the reduced MHC diversity in chimpanzees and bonobos as compared to humans was speculated to be the outcome of a selective sweep mediated by SIV (simian immunodeficiency virus) or another virus in the ancestor of chimpanzee and bonobos [58] [59] [60] [61] . Importantly, the different chimpanzee subspecies have different demographic histories and effective population sizes [14] [15] [16] [17] . In addition, each chimpanzee subspecies lives in a distinct geographic region within Africa [51] , and each subspecies could be confronted with different pathogens leading to different selective pressure on the individual MHC alleles within the different subspecies. Indeed, the chimpanzee form of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) has been found only in two of the four chimpanzees subspecies, pointing to different pathogen pressures for the different subspecies (reviewed in [62] ). Although we did not focus on subspecies comparisons in chimpanzees in this study, we did find interesting differences between our set of central and western chimpanzees. For example, we did find that western chimpanzees bound significantly more peptides than central chimpanzees at the A locus in our "population"-level comparison, but not in our "individual"-level comparison. This suggests, that MHC molecules in our set of central chimpanzees bind more of the same peptides than MHC molecules in our set of western chimpanzees, because same peptides bound by multiple MHC molecules within each locus and species were excluded in the "population"-but not in the "individual"-level comparison. Furthermore, the percentage of peptides bound only to MHC molecules from western chimpanzees were much higher at the A and C loci compared to the percentage of peptides bound only to MHC molecules from central chimpanzees. This could be an indication of a different pathogen environment of western chimpanzees, as their MHC molecules are able to bind different peptides than central chimpanzees and bonobos. Together, these findings hint at the need in the future to further explore differences among the chimpanzee subspecies. In this regard there is also a need for future studies to compare the MHC class I binding prediction of the two remaining chimpanzee subspecies (eastern and Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzees) which were not included in our "population"-and "individual"-level comparisons to the MHC class I binding prediction of bonobos.
Conclusions on which virus or viruses could be responsible for the reduced viral peptide binding ability in bonobos or against which viruses chimpanzees might be better protected than bonobos are very difficult to draw from the results of this study and would be very speculative. In an additional analysis (data not shown), we investigated the peptide binding ability of the bonobo and chimpanzees MHC class I molecules with a reduced viral peptide set, including only viruses (n = 14), which are known to infect either bonobos or chimpanzees and may have influences on survival and fitness. We found no evidence for a worse or better adaptation to one of those viruses in our subsets for bonobos or chimpanzees. Obviously, the number of different viruses in this subset is quite small, however, studies working on viruses in chimpanzees and bonobos are quite rare especially studies The total number of bound peptides contains all peptides bound by the 20 bonobos, 20 central chimpanzees and 20 western chimpanzees. All percentages refer to the total number of bound peptides in wild living individuals, therefore limiting the number of potential candidates. Our study, although comprehensive, has certain limitations. For example, we classified peptides as "bound" or "unbound" and so could not take differing binding affinities into account. In addition, expression levels of the different MHC molecules may vary and thereby affect immune function [63, 64] . Furthermore, it is important to note, that our viral peptide set is only an approximate representation of the viral threats for bonobos and chimpanzees and that some viruses important for wild living bonobos and chimpanzee could be lacking in our dataset. However, the aim of this study was not to analyze individually virus specific differences between the two species, rather than analyzing the overall peptide binding ability of bonobos in comparison to chimpanzees. In this regard, the overall proportion of bound peptides appears to be low in our study. Even chimpanzee MHC molecules with the highest proportion of bound peptides of all loci in our study bound only 14.6% of viral peptides from our dataset. However, in comparison to a study analyzing the MHC class I viral peptide binding ability of humans and chimpanzees the percentage of bound peptides in our study is comparable [42] . Also the high variation of bound peptides among the different MHC molecules in our study has also been shown in human MHC class I molecules [47] . Furthermore, it is important to note that the results in this present study are limited to the classical MHC class I genes A, B and C which are involved in the presentation of intracellular peptides and therefore defend against viruses [4, 5] . However, alleles from MHC class I genes are also involved in the interaction with KIR receptors on NK cells [6, 7] . A study of samples from wild bonobo populations found both the Bw4 and C1 KIR receptor epitopes on bonobo MHC-B molecules [27] . This indicates, that even though bonobos have a reduced peptide binding ability at MHC class I genes compared to chimpanzees, they still obtain the same KIR receptor epitopes like chimpanzees at the B locus [65] , suggesting an unrestricted interaction with NK cells in bonobos. Nevertheless, it is important to mention, that an organism's immune defense is not solely dependent on MHC genes and that a substantial proportion of non-MHC genes is also responsible for resistance to infectious diseases [66] .
The bioinformatic tool, NetMHCpan used to predict the binding specificities in this study is based on an artificial neural network trained with MHC sequences from several species, including chimpanzees [38, 39] . Although bonobo MHC sequences were not included in the training of the artificial neural network, the close relatedness of chimpanzees and bonobos, which is also apparent on the level of MHC class I loci [26] , suggests that NetMHCpan should not perform very differently on bonobo than on chimpanzee MHC class I molecules. The predicted performance of NetMHCpan can be estimated from the distance to the nearest neighbor of the training data, as a small distance represents a better performance [38, 39] . A comparison of both species using NetMHCpan showed only a slight difference between bonobos and chimpanzees, whereby the mean distance of bonobo MHC sequences to the training data from this study were 14.5% higher compared to the chimpanzee distance. However, the highest distance of all bonobo MHC molecules were 9 % smaller compared to chimpanzees. We thus conclude that any species-specific effects in our use of NetMHCpan on bonobo and chimpanzees MHC sequences would have at most a small effect that would not explain the results of our study. Four of our MHC molecules did not bind any peptides after applying the binding affinity threshold of 500 nM, indicating that this threshold was too stringent for those four molecules. However, these four molecules represent only a very small fraction (1.83 %) of the total number of MHC molecules tested in this study.
In conclusion, this study shows the usefulness of a bioinformatic tool to predict binding specificities of MHC molecules to potential bound peptides to investigate differences in the peptide binding ability of two closely related species. The analysis of peptide and MHC molecule interaction in laboratory experiments is vastly time consuming and cost intense especially, when trying to analyze large sets of peptides or MHC molecules [34] . Here we demonstrate that bioinformatic binding prediction tools are a promising alternative to laboratory experiments to investigate such large-scale questions. The comparison between bonobos and chimpanzees showed a reduced peptide binding ability of bonobos mainly at the B and C loci. This is in concordance with a reduced diversity of bonobos at these loci compared to chimpanzees [26] [27] [28] . In the light of the functional importance of MHC molecules for the immune system this could be a result of a selective process caused by certain pathogens. To what degree this reduced peptide binding ability in bonobos has an effect on the survivability and fitness on individuals of wild bonobo populations is unclear. Nevertheless, concerning their status as an endangered species, special caution is needed to prevent introduction and spread of pathogens to bonobos, as their ability to counter new pathogens could be limited.
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